PRO VISUALIZATION

Bob Pette, VP Professional Visualization
PRO VISUALIZATION
Visual computing for 25M designers/artists/scientists

Manufacturing & AEC
15M Users

Media & Entertainment
9M Users

Scientific Visualization
1M Users

NVIDIA QUADRO PLATFORM
IRAY — ENABLING PHYSICALLY BASED RENDERING
IRAY FOR MILLIONS OF DESIGNERS

ISV integrations, end-user plugins and SDKs

ENGINEERING DESIGN

PRODUCT DESIGN

MATERIALS

AEC / BUILDING DESIGN

MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT

IRAY

MDL

INVESTOR DAY 2016
IRAY SCALABILITY
Scaling out of the box, into the data center, and into the cloud

Interactive Streaming
QUADRO FOR VR/AR
QUADRO PROFESSIONAL VR/AR

DIGITAL CONTENT CREATION

MEDICAL

ARCHITECTURE

DESIGN

MANUFACTURING

COLLABORATION
ENABLING NEXT-GEN PRO VR/AR

NVIDIA VR READY
For System Builders

NVIDIA VRWORKS
For Developers

LARGER DATA SETS

PHOTOREALISTIC VR
VISUALIZATION EVERYWHERE

Scalable from Laptops to Datacenters to Cloud
THANK YOU

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
#GTC16